Civil Contractor for the Construction of
Water Plant Structures in Krishna District

1. PROJECT BACKGROUND:

Vijayavahini Charitable Foundation (“VCF”), a Section 8 Company supported by Tata Trusts, is a non-profit organization working across Andhra Pradesh in thematic areas like healthcare, livelihoods, nutrition, education, water and sanitation. One such initiative is to supply safe drinking water in remote villages of Krishna district, Andhra Pradesh. The primary objective is to develop a proof of concept to provide safe drinking water in select villages in Krishna District, through community based drinking water plants that are scalable and sustainable.

VCF intends to serve the communities that do not have access to affordable, safe and purified drinking water, by setting up Any Time Water Machines (“ATWs”). The ATWs will be set-up on the land licensed by the local body, and subsidized rates will be charged for the supply of treated water to the community, in order to make the project sustainable. 20 such ATWs, each catering to a catchment in the range of 500 - 1000 households, are planned to be set-up in the next 6 months. All the ATWs are planned to be equipped with a technology system, to enable automation of plant operations, to allow cashless transactions at water sale points and to provide detailed reports for data analytics.

2. SCOPE OF WORK:

VCF is looking to engage Civil Construction partners (“Partners”) with a diverse range of experience and high level of expertise in the civil engineering projects preferably with the knowledge of constructing structures for water treatment plants. The Partners are expected to provide reliable end to end Construction services for the Plants, and deliver the project within the stipulated timelines as per the specifications, drawings and directions given by VCF. Construction of total plant structure with all allied activities is in the scope of the partner. The detailed civil components BOQ is attached as Annexure A, Designs and drawings are attached as Annexure B for reference. The list may not be exhaustive and partners are encouraged to share additional components, design changes and materials that can be incorporated in building the plant.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
The partner has to work hand in hand with the EPC partner for meeting their design requirements Coordinate with the Architectural and structural consultants in meeting the project deliverables Quality of the construction is subjected to a thorough third party audit The allied services as may be required in support of the project like earthing, filling etc, shall be carried out as per the VCF directions

1. PROCEDURE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS

Companies with the ability to provide end to end construction services are invited to participate. A detailed proposal needs to be sent via e-mail to scmvja@vijayavahini.org & washvcf@vijayavahini.org. The submittals must include the following:

Part A: Background of the organization, including experience in performing similar assignments in the past with the Tata Trusts, Govt agencies. Please provide work completion certificates and scope of the services provided in the previous assignment, Last two financial years turnover, registration certificate, Total Manpower.

Part B: Commercial proposal, including all taxes and transport

Other conditions:

● The Partner, if it desires so, at its own responsibility and cost may visit and examine villages/mandals in Krishna district and obtain all information that may be necessary for preparing the Bid.

● In case any clarification is sought with respect to the RFP, the queries may be sent to the email id scmvja@vijayavahini.org & washvcf@vijayavahini.org on or before the due date for seeking clarification

● The proposals shall be submitted within the due date mentioned 16th May 2020 for submission and any bid received after the deadline will not be considered.